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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Center Embarks in Strategic Alliance with CalQLogic, Inc.
- Software firm gives special access to its real-time analytics platform January 2017 – Center for Supply Chain Studies (the Center) is pleased to announce a strategic alliance
with CalQLogic, Inc. (CQL) of Los Angeles, CA that will pool together the corporate capabilities and technical
expertise of both companies. The relationship was formed in an overall effort to provide a more robust
understanding of the business processes, systems and challenges facing today’s healthcare supply chains.
In this new relationship, CQL will provide the Center with special access to its TriggerWare® real-time
analytical software platform that the Center believes will offer Study teams a more robust Study experience
and interpretation of findings.
“We thank CQL for their enthusiasm and support and are excited about incorporating their smart alert
analytics into our current modeling processes,” said Bob Celeste, the Center’s founder. “By gaining special
access to TriggerWare, we’re able to more effectively visualize and evaluate the impact of regulation
changes, business practices and new technologies that we believe will benefit the entire industry.”
Deborah Taylor, CEO of CQL adds, “As a real-time analytics solution provider, we have great interest in
problem domains where decisions are inherently event-driven. Working with the Center and Study
participants provides us a unique opportunity to understand the true nature of the supply chain’s pain
points, directly interact with the thought leaders who best understand them and garner valuable insight to
successfully redress these problems.”
The companies are set to begin their collaboration in January 2018 with the launch of the Center’s two
upcoming Studies: “DSCSA & Blockchain: Phase 2” and “Blockchain for the Cold Chain”.
Center for Supply Chain Studies is a neutral, nonprofit research and educational forum designed to support the
healthcare industry in its mission to improve supply chain efficiencies, increase productivity and streamline regulatory
compliance. We host group-funded research Studies to openly exchange ideas and share expertise, supporting our belief
that the combination of unique perspectives and viewpoints leads to greater discovery and innovation. www.c4scs.org
CalQLogic, Inc. provides real-time data analytics and event correlation solutions based on its patented TriggerWare
platform that offers customers the capability to rapidly create new kinds of real-time analytics applications by formulating
ad-hoc queries in First Order Logic (FOL) and alerts over many disparate Internet and enterprise data sources. The platform
can be used in both the enterprise and consumer markets, and facilitates rapid development and deployment of real-time
analytics and automation applications in pharma, supply chain, financial, IoT, and other markets. www.calqlogic.com
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